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ABSTRACT
Software bots are applications that integrate their work with humans’ tasks, serving as conduits between users and other tools. Due
to their ability to automate tasks, bots have been widely adopted by
Open Source Software (OSS) projects hosted on GitHub. Commonly,
OSS projects use bots to automate a variety of routine tasks to save
time from maintainers and contributors. Although bots can be useful for supporting maintainers’ work, sometimes their comments
are seen as spams, and are quickly ignored by contributors. In fact,
the way that these bots interact on pull requests can be disruptive
and perceived as unwelcoming. In this paper, we propose the concept of a meta-bot to deal with current problems on the human-bot
interaction on pull requests. Besides providing additional value
to this interaction, meta-bot will reduce interruptions and help
maintainers and contributors stay aware of important information.
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On GitHub, bots are task-oriented, responsible for automating
well-defined tasks to reduce the workload of maintainers and contributors [30]. Particularly, GitHub bots are usually adopted to automate a variety of predefined tasks, such as ensuring license agreement signing, reporting continuous integration failures, reviewing
code and pull requests [15, 22, 30], triaging issues [31], and refactoring the source code [32].
Similarly to human developers, GitHub bots have their own user
profile and interact through comments, becoming new voices on
the pull request conversation [16]. The interaction of these new
“team members”, however, can be disruptive and may affect the pull
request communication and dynamic in unexpected ways. Consequently, their comments are perceived as spams, and sometimes
are quickly ignored by contributors. For example, while project
maintainers may direct their effort to other activities, the bot could
mistakenly close pull requests or provide poor feedback [30] leading to contributors to stop contributing since lack of feedback on
pull requests may discourage further contributions [25].
Considering the problems aforementioned, related to human-bot
interaction, in this paper we present our vision of a meta-bot. Basically, this meta-bot will act as a middleman between the developers
and the existing bots interacting on the pull requests. It might avoid,
for example, overwhelming developers with massive information
or unnecessary notifications. Furthermore, it gives the developer a
centralized way to control the dynamic of the interaction.
In this paper, we make the following contributions: (i) an understanding of bots’ integration on the pull-based model and their
definition; (ii) highlighting of some current problems in the humanbot interaction on pull requests; and (iii) a vision of a meta-bot to
overcome those current problems.

INTRODUCTION

Software bots have become particularly relevant for Open Source
Software (OSS) projects hosted on GitHub, due to the intensive
integration workload inherent to the pull request model [9]. Bots
are software applications that integrate their work with humans’
tasks [11]. Basically, a bot serve as an interface between developers
and other tools [27]. The human-bot integration implies partnership, which means that they complement each others’ activities [8].
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BOTS SUPPORTING PULL REQUESTS

Open Source Software (OSS) development is inherently collaborative, frequently involving a community of geographically dispersed
developers [26]. These developers commonly work on social coding
platforms, such as GitHub, that provide features for collaborating
and sharing [6]. To receive external contributions, repositories are
shared by fork (i.e., clone), and modified by pull requests.
The pull-based model offers new opportunities for community
engagement, especially to OSS community, but at the same time increases the workload for maintainers to communicate, review code,
deal with license issues, explain project guidelines, run tests, and
merge pull requests [10]. Due to this intensive integration workload, bots have been adopted to automate a variety of predefined
tasks around pull requests [30].
Behaving as human users, GitHub bots have their own user profile and can open, close, or comment on pull requests and issues.
Additionally, some bots have an official integration with GitHub
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Figure 1: Pull-based model workflow integrated with bots
and are available at the GitHub marketplace1 or Probot2 . These
official bots are properly tagged in the pull request messages, such
as Dependabot 3 .
Bots have spread across all pull-based workflow, as shown in
Figure 1. Bots can be found submitting pull requests, interacting
through comments, and merging or closing them. Some bots automatically check the project’s source code, searching for broken
dependencies, vulnerabilities, or bugs; and then submits a pull request for fixing these issues as shown in Fig. 1(a-c). For example,
Dependabot automatically creates pull requests to keep project dependencies up-to-date. The Refactoring-Bot, proposed by Wyrich
and Bogner [32], creates pull requests to refactor the code, removing
code smells.
There are also bots designed to support contributors and maintainers after pull requests have been submitted, which aims to facilitate discussions and reviews (Fig. 1(d)). Git Enforcer 4 , comments
on pull requests that do not satisfy specific rules defined by the
project maintainers. Moreover, it is also possible to communicate
with some bots through comments in the pull requests. Reminders5
bot, for example, sets a reminder on specific pull request when the
maintainer request. Other bots help maintainers closing or merging
pull requests, as shown in both Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f). Stale bot,
studied in our previous work [31], automatically closes abandoned
pull requests. Mergify 6 automatically merges a pull request based
on rules predefined by project maintainers.

2.1

GitHub bot definition

Despite its increasing popularity, analyzing and understanding bots
is a major challenge. The terminology used to describe bots is vast,
diverse, and often inconsistent [12]. Consequently, this hinders a
better understanding of the term bot and its usage. In this paper,
we focus on a specific category of software bot: GitHub bots.
Our definition reflects how a bot works on GitHub. As aforementioned, GitHub bots have their own user profile and can behave
as a developer: opening, closing or commenting on pull requests
and issues. Playing a role within the development team, GitHub
1 https://github.com/marketplace
2 https://probot.github.io/apps/
3 https://dependabot.com

4 https://github.com/Schachte/Git-Enforcer
5 https://probot.github.io/apps/reminders/
6 https://github.com/marketplace/mergify

bots execute well-defined tasks that complement other developers’
work. They also serve as an interface between developers and external services, for example, reporting the results of Continuous
Integration (CI) tools in a pull request comment.
Essentially, we define GitHub bots as task-oriented bots that
behave on the GitHub environment like a human user. A GitHub
bot is an application that integrates its work with human
tasks [8], serving as a interface between users and services [27].
They provide new forms of interactions with already existing
tools [2], automating predefined tasks and binding services together.

3

RELATED WORK

In terms of understanding the practical implications of bot adoption,
Storey and Zagalsky [27] describe a cognitive framework to explain
how bots support software development productivity. Storey and
Zagalsky [27] claim that bots are often used to avoid interruptions
to developers’ work, but they may lead to other, less obvious distractions.
In order to save developers’ time, previous works have focused
on designing bots to be integrated into the pull request workflow
to perform a variety of tasks, such as repairing bugs [16, 17, 28, 29],
refactoring the code [32], recommending tools [3], detecting duplicated development [23], updating dependencies [15], and mentioning reviewers [21, 22]. Additionally, bots on GitHub are different from those found supporting development activities in general.
While GitHub bots automate specific tasks on pull requests, interacting with developers through comments, software engineering bots
focus on answering developers’ questions [1, 4, 5, 19, 20, 33] and are
generally integrated into communication platforms [5, 13, 14, 20].
Although some studies focus on not interrupting developers’
workflow during the bot interaction, they do not draw attention
to potential problems introduced by these bots at large. Furthermore, little has been done to evaluate and improve the state of
practice. Considering this, we focus on problems that contributors
and maintainers face while interacting with software bots on pull
requests of OSS projects. With a more in-depth understanding of
these problems, researchers and practitioners can invest their efforts
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in designing or improving bots, ultimately supporting maintainers
and contributors on reviewing and submitting pull requests.

4

HUMAN-BOT INTERACTION PROBLEMS

GitHub bots have become new voices on the pull request conversation [16]. According to Brown and Parnin [3], the human-bot
interaction on GitHub can be inconvenient and lead to negative feedback from maintainers and contributors, due to poor bots’ design.
Consequently, while bots can be useful for automating maintainers’ work, the way they interact may lead to unexpected effects
on the communication and dynamic of the pull request. Mirhosseini and Parnin [15], for example, reported that maintainers are
overwhelmed by bots notification, which interrupts their workflow.
A similar problem on the human-bot interaction is explored on
Wikipedia community [18, 34]. Wikipedia bots change the overall ecosystem by interacting with their operators, managers, and
human editors, as well as other bots. Zheng et al. [34] describe
that while editors acknowledge bots for streamlining knowledge
production, they complain that bots not only solves problems, but
creates them as well.
In our previous work [30], we openly asked contributors and
maintainers about the “problems/challenges of using bots” on pull
requests. Several contributors complained about the way the bots
interact, saying that the bots provide non-comprehensive/poor feedback. Other respondents also referred to communication issues such
as bots introducing communication noise and lack of information on
how to interact with the bot. To go a step further in this investigation,
we gathered some anecdotal evidence of problems in the human-bot
interaction from the state-of-the-practice.
Based on a initial list of GitHub bots from our previous study [30],
we used the GitHub advanced search7 to find potential projects. We
queried the tool, searching for projects that received pull requests
or comments from any of the bots, and projects in which any of
the bots were mentioned by other developers.
For each selected project, we have manually analyzed the pull
requests looking for (i) human users mentioning bots, and (ii) bots’
interactions—such as opening, merging or commenting on pull requests. During this process, we noticed the interaction of other bots
and also considered them in the analysis. We used the challenges
previously identified [30] as a seed to code the issues we identified
in the pull requests, and thus defined the problems faced in the
state-of-the-practice. We present the main categories of problems
in the following.
Bots introducing communication noise — This category represents the problems that disturb human-bot communication, especially when the bot comments are seen as spam by contributors and
maintainers. In some cases, bots introduce communication noise
inflating the pull request with annoying comments that are rapidly
ignored. For example, the commitlint bot is responsible for running
a tool, called commitlint 8 , over all pull requests and then reporting
possible problems as comments. Since this bot adds a comment to
each commit of the pull request, maintainers and contributors are
overwhelmed by notifications. Other example of spamming was
7 https://github.com/search/advanced
8 https://commitlint.js.org
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reported by a contributor of the atom9 project. The contributor
asks project maintainers to remove the lock bot: “Any chance you
guys turn down the lock bot spam, I have a lot of issues subscribed
and I get about 20 notifications per day just from those bot actions
and there does not seem to be away to ignore them”.
Lack of information about the bot — This issue relates to the
way the bots are designed to communicate, which leads them to be
misused. In our previous work [30], we described that maintainers
and contributors complained of the lack of information on how
to interact with bots. Additionally, we found pieces of evidence
that contributors would like to know what is the bot’s role in the
project. For example, after interaction of the React Community Bot
on a specific pull request of the project React 10 , one contributor
asked for more information about that bot: “Hey guys, how is the
reactjs-bot?.”
Bots taking wrong actions — It was the third most reported
problem by contributors to our previous work [30]. As described
by our respondents, we also found in the state-of-the-practice stale
bot mistakenly closing active pull requests. In some cases, the rulebased nature of these bots lead them to take wrong actions in certain
situations. In the Concourse project11 , for example, after the bot
has marked an active pull request as inactive for three times, a
maintainer commented: “Lemme just slap a label on here to calm
the stale bot down. :P Seems like [the label] is useful if not just as
an aggregator.”

5

THE CONCEPT OF A META-BOT

We envision a meta-bot as a promising approach to deal with current problems related to human-bot interaction. Our meta-bot was
inspired by Sadeddin et al. [24] work. In order to deal with several
responses from different bots, Sadeddin et al. [24] showed that a
meta-bot would obtain product information from several shopping
bots, and then summarize and present it to the user. The concept of
meta-bot is also present in the literature of software agents. Generalist agents are also referred to as super bots or meta-bots [7]. This
is because they often combine multiple tasks and functionalities of
specialist agents into a single agent.
Essentially, the meta-bot way to solve interaction problems is
by mediating the action of other bots used on pull requests. It will
operate as an middleman between human developers and the bots
in a repository. Different from other GitHub bots, the meta-bot will
not handle specific tasks on pull requests. Instead, the meta-bot
will provide additional value to the interaction of already existing
bots.
Our envisioned meta-bot will provide more flexibility to developers, allowing them to configure the dynamic of the interaction.
Moreover, once the meta-bot is integrated into a GitHub repository,
it will be aware of the task-oriented bots adopted to handle the
pull requests. By providing a centralized control, meta-bot will be
capable of integrating and orchestrating those bots.
Following, we provide an overview of how the meta-bot will
mitigate the human-bot interaction problems presented in Section 4.
9 https://github.com/atom/atom

10 https://github.com/facebook/react

11 https://github.com/concourse/concourse
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Avoiding massive information — A way to mitigate communication noise is by restricting inconvenient bots to interact directly
on pull requests. As the meaning of inconvenience can vary from
project to project, the meta-bot will provide an interface that each
project can previously configure bots’ restrictions. Therefore, once a
new pull request is opened, the meta-bot will handle bots’ response
based on the restrictions: (i) allowing the bot interaction (e.g. commenting, labeling, assigning a reviewer) or (ii) summarizing the
response of bots not allowed to interact on that pull request.
Supporting developers’ questions and requests — Different from
most common GitHub bots, the meta-bot is a conversational bot.
Maintainers and contributors will be able to interact with the metabot any time via comments on the pull request, asking the meta-bot
for help or clarifications on the existing bots. To answer both developers’ questions and requests, the meta-bot will collect and
learn from information publicly available on different sources (e.g.
GitHub marketplace, GitHub API, Probot). In response to a developers’ request, for example, the meta-bot will be able to ask a specific
bot to run.
Providing customizable feedback — In addition to the two previous functionalities, the meta-bot will allow the customization of
the content of its responses in order to attend the specific interests
and needs of maintainers and contributors. As aforementioned, the
meta-bot will provide summarized feedback based on the other bots
outcome. Developers can manage the information that our bot will
show, requesting it to include or exclude some information.
Handling bot exceptions — If needed, the meta-bot will help
developers to deal with the consequences of one or more bots taking
wrong actions on pull requests. By monitoring the bots’ activity,
the meta-bot learns from previous interactions and suspend those
that attempt to disturb the developers workflow. For example, if
the meta-bot identify bot comments as spam, it will block the bot
to prevent the same action on other pull requests. Additionally, the
meta-bot will request the intervention of a developer.
Figure 2 shows an example of the interaction between a human
developer and the envisioned meta-bot, called Dashbot, on a pull
request. This project adopted four GitHub bots to handle specific
tasks on pull requests:
• trafico-bot 12 – a bot that automatically adds labels on pull
requests according to their status (e.g. work in progress, ready
for review)
• commitlint – a bot that checks for conventional commit
rules (see more details in section 4).
• request-info13 – a bot that request more info on pull requests with default title or empty description.
• tester-bot – a bot that runs the tests. This bot was developed
by the maintainers of the project.
A maintainer has created a pull request to integrate an important
feature to the project (Figure 2). In order to mitigate human-bot
interaction problems, Dashbot is responsible for controlling when
and to what extent the other four bots can interact on pull requests.
However, maintainers had previously configured the meta-bot to
allow the interaction of the trafico bot on every new pull request.
12 https://github.com/marketplace/trafico-pull-request-labeler
13 https://probot.github.io/apps/request-info/
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Figure 2: Interface mockup of the interaction between a contributor/maintainer and the meta-bot on a pull request.
Therefore, the trafico bot added a label to mark the pull request as
ready for review.
Afterwards, the meta-bot received the feedback from two bots:
commitlint and request-info. Instead of have these two bots inflating
the pull request with comments, the meta-bot proactively summarized their feedback on a single comment to notify the maintainer.
At this point, the lack of information on how to interact directly
with a specific bot leads the maintainer asking the meta-bot to call
it.

6

CONCLUSION

The emergence of bot activity all over the OSS community on
GitHub is an indication of the growing importance of these new
team members for automating activities around pull requests. Although this widespread adoption, bots are bothering both contributors and maintainers. Considering this, we propose the concept of
a meta-bot to mitigate some of the interaction problems introduced
by bots around pull requests.
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